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IHTRODUOTION 
While the character of women in the plays of anct.nt 
times has ever played an important part in the history of the 
drama, the appearance of women in the feainine roles is a distinct-
. . 
1y reoent development. It might well be said that this is a tairly 
modern addition to the stage. Perhaps it Aesohy1us or Shakespeare 
were here to.day, they would shake their heads and sigh because 
women, who'e place they considered to be in the home, should have 
so far degraded themselves as to appear before an audience on an 
equal footing with their huabands or brothers. They would probably 
never realize how much better would have been a woman's interpre-
tation ot a woman's part. This advance of women then into the 
public eye would be nQ less preposterous to them than the idea of 
women in politics was to our own men folk a few years ago. 
In order to lead up to the time when women first appear-
ed on the stage, it might be well to consider woman's position in 
the early drama, and to give a brief sketch ot the history ot the 
drama in the various c.ountries. 
The inhabitants of India belonged to the Aryan race. 
These peoples settled down, ai'tel" their migrations to three differ-
ent peninsulars, and advanced three distiDCt oivilizations. One 
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branch made its home in the Hindu peninsule.r and spoke the 
Sanskrit tongue; the secord went to "the Italian peninsular 
and sppke the Italian language; while the third great group 
of this Ar1an,tamily settled in the Grecian peninsular and 
spoke the Greek language. 
rhis last division beoame the most cultured ot 
all. The Greeks not only gave to the world the aesthetic 
and intellectual qualities which dominate the cultured peoples 
ot to-day, but they originated the drama---the most powerful 
tactor in modern life and educational deYelopment. 
In ancient Greece we see the savage people assembled 
on ocoasions on the village green to oelebrate the great .god 
Dionysus, the personification ot nature's great productive 
force. The peasants selected a level plaoe on the side ot a 
hill and entertained the gods by means of song and dance. Now 
and then some votary would spring upon the sacrificial table 
and relate in glowing terms his personal experiences with the 
gods. This man, overwhelmed with his great desire to explain 
to others the adVentures of the gods, was the tirst actor. 
This sacriticial table, spread by the wizards and soothsayers, 
was the first stage. 
At first there was only one aotor, this inspired votary. 
At the time of Aeschylus the number ot actors had increased to 
two, and during Sophooles'day there were as many as three. 
As time went on the aotors began to dress the part. Thus arose 
the first costume. Dignified oostumes were Used for the tragedies 
and grotesque ones for oomedies. The soene developed in as casual 
a 1f8.y as did the oostume. It 1f8.1 inconvenient, naturally, for an 
actor to run across the green to a tent and change his garb, so 
the table, or stage, .... s placed against the tent. This tent formed 
the first background or scene, and beoame the parent of those 
artistic oreations which our. popular soenio artists of to-day 
devise to give oolor and atmosphere to the modern drama. 
This celebration)therefore, grew into our first real 
dramatic production. There gradually ieveloped along two dis-
tinctly different lines the tragedy and the comedy. An inter-
mediate development, more tragic than com1c, but given to relieve 
the tension of the audienoe, also grew up, which was called· the 
satyr drama. 
It is not mw desire to take up in detail the development 
of the drama, but merely to give a skeleton of that development 
on whicll to hang the meat of the plays and to show that from the 
beginning women were not oonsidered as suitable for work on the 
stage. 
The roles of women in the early Greek drama were taken 
by young boys whose voioes had not taken on the deep masculine 
ton~s sufficient to enable them to play the male parts. It is 
not particularlyludiorous for us to imagine that the young and 
beautiful maidens who played the parts of the sea nymphs. 
danoing as they did in and about the crags where Jrometheus 
lay bound to the rock in Prometheus Bound. were not girls at 
all but young boys. It is not ludicrous because the Greek boy 
of that time was as lithe and graceful as out door life, 
Olympic games, and dances oould make him. He was equally as 
nimble as his fair sister in his movements. 
In the early times when the Indian peoples still 
possessed the virile qualities or their ancestors, there arose 
the nucleus of the great Indian epic poem, )(a.ha.-Barata, or the 
wars of the Barata, which closely res~led Homer's Iliad. 
Perhaps H~himself had come in contact with the peoples of 
ancient' India. At any rate the W'OlIlen characters in this great 
Indian epic '!"Jre given a prominent place. The charaotercof 
Drupadi. the daughter of Panchala and wife of A.yuna., and the 
character of Pritha, the mother. were perhaps the first women 
definitely defined in a poem ot this type. 
From the first book of the lfaha-Barata, Kalidasa 
the great Indian playwright, took his theme of his drama Shakun-
tala. 
In criticising the work of the great Iniian play-
wright, of whom so little is known, we must remember that our 
tastes, ideals and standards of morality are extremely differ-
ent from those of early India. 
Kalidasa, like iopho61es and Aesc~lus, was the 
author of seven writings, of which one is a eulogy, three are 
epics, and three, dramas. The greatest of his dramatic works 
is Shakuntala. This play is filled with natural beauty and 
human emotions. It is interesting to note in connection with 
the title of this thesis that the leading character of the 
earliest Indian drama was a woman. Taking into consideration 
the difference in morals, we find the character of Skakuntala 
amazingly modern. She is a girl who loves a man abovaher in 
social position, just as any modern girl might do. To h~ she 
gives all, believing that she is to be married to him. He 
forgets her. It.is the age old plot which modern dramatists 
have brought down to modern times and which we are prone to 
think of as a strictly modern theme. 
Critics differ as to whether or not the part of 
the beauti.tt1l daughter of the hermitage was originally played 
by a woman. If the role was portrayed by a female, it is the 
one exception to the genera~ rule that women did not appear 
en the early stage. The passage in Act 111 where the King 
makes love to Shakuntala is exquisitely poetic and beautiful 
in its romantic sentiment. It is more satisfying for us to 
believe with those critics who say that a woman played the 
woman's part. lor instanoe, it is more natural for us t. 
imagine that the King speaks the following lines to a woman 
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instead of to some untemperamenta1 boy in his 'teens: 
And again: 
"Her sweetly trembling lip 
With virgin invitation 
Provokes ~ soul to sip 
Delightful fascination". 
It ought to be enough for me 
To hover 'round your fragrant face 
Is not the lotus-hunting bee 
Content with perfume and with grace?· 
From the branch of the Al-yan family whioh settled in 
the Italian peninsular ~ no react dramas were developed in ~cient 
times. The character of women~ Mever J was distinctly prominent 
in the great epic poems. Take for instance the Queen of Carthage 
in Virgil's Aeneid. Again we see a woman loved and giving her 
love. When she is left by Aeneis in a moment of weakness J she 
kills herselt. 
With the later development ot the drama in the E1iz-
abethean period in England, we find that about tifty peroent ot 
Shakespeare's leading characters are women. We must not lose 
sight of the fact that women were never cast tor the female parts 
on the E1izabethean stage. It is interesting to note in this con-
nection that a great many of Shakespeare's hero.ines possess mascu-
line qualities. For this reason it does not require such a great 
stretch of the imagination to realize that boys played women' S 
parts. 
Katherine~ that head-strong .brew whom .shakespeare has 
made so acidly insistant in her demands~can easily be thought ot 
as having been played by a man. Viola and Rosalind both appear 
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in masculine garb during the plays. For this reason it is not 
out of place to consider a boy in girls' costume, if we can also 
consider a girl in boy's clothing. Even Portia disguises herself 
to carry out her plans more successf'ully. On the other hand it 
is more diff'icult to adjust our view point to the realization that 
sweet-souled Cordelia, and the womanly Ophelia were portrayed by 
males. It is almost impossible for us to picture a boy leaning 
over the balcony to whisper to Romeo~ another male, the lines 
which Shakespeare has put into the mouth ot Juliet: 
"Thou knowest the mask ot night is on m::r face 
Else would a maiden blush beprint m::r cheek 
For that which thou hast heard me sjleak to-night. tI 
The early dramatists tram the beginning realized the 
importance of the introduction of female characters into their 
dramas. Row much more accurate would have been the interpretation 
r 
ot these feminine roles had women been allowed to act on the ancient 
stage. It has remained far the comparatively recent development 
of the stage to bring out the hidden beauties in the ancient dramas 
by the int~oduction ot women in women's parts. Let us then take 
a glimpse at the works of the various playwrights who characterized 
, 
in the various countries. the development of the drama during that 
period which intervened between the -time of SlIa.k:espeare and the 
beginning of the modern era. 
The development of woman's place, both on the stage and 
in the plays themselves, was a gradual one. Just as women developed 
and broadened in her social position and her life in general, 
just so did she develop in the drama. It was a slow process 
but a sure one. 
We can trace french literature no further back than 
the eleventh century and the expression of a language in that 
country can be found only as early as the ninth century. Evi-
dence. however. of street exhibitions, which were similar to " 
certain forms of the drama. were found in Paris long before either 
the literature of the language had been developed. 
The period of the Renaissance was characterized by 
Jodelle and .Garnier who wrote rather primitive types of classical 
French tragedy. 
The dominant power on the stage down to about the middle 
of the fourth decade of the seVenteenth century was Hardy whose most 
celebrated play, iarianime dates from 1610. 
Oorneille, Pierre Corneille, who was Franoels greatest 
tragic poet"and dramatist did not make his epochal production ot 
The Oid until 1631. The play deals with the marriage of Chimene 
to a man who has killed her father in an honorable duel. In the 
space of a day she rises to the full consoiousness of her attach-
ment to Rodrigue; discovers that he has shed her fatherls blood; 
passionately exhorts the king to punith him with death; and then 
accepts his hand in marriage. 
Oorneil1e I s La Ilenteur, which stands in much the same 
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relation to French Comedy as does Le Cid to the progress ot 
French Tragedy, was not produced until ~642. 
In the meantime, Raceine, although thirty years 
younger than Comeille, gave promise ot rivaling the dramatist 
as a writer of tragic plays. His Les Pllideurz, (the suitors) 
is a satirical camedy filled with refined sar~sm and clever 
sketches of character. His heroes as a rule are noted tor their 
gracious glory and his heroines for the pleasing variety ot their 
attections. 
In England Dryden characterizes the period between the 
restoration and the opening ot the eighteenth century. In his 
The Duke ot Guise he applied the doubtful parallel of the Catholic 
league to the recent memories ot puritan ancestorse The Wild ~l-
z __ :..._ 
~ was an extravagent and coarse comedy. The Rival Ladiea...p.as..s.ed 
-- -- - -- ~ 
trom comedy into tragi-comedy. The play is written in rhy.medrverse 
- ,...... 
and takes up the story ot two ladies who disguise themsel-v:ea AS ____ _ 
pages in order to take service with a gallant whose aftections-are 
set on another. 
The Conquest of Granaqa, ~y be justly described, it is 
said, as the heroic play par-excellence as it exhibits Dryden as 
exultantly carrying through a prolcnged eftort such as only the 
splendid vigor ot this pe~uliar genius could have sustained. 
The coloring ot the whole is gorgeous)and the hero, Alaanzor, com-
bines in Dryden's own way, the imposing features of the Achilles 
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of the Iliad# rasso's Renaldo, and Artaban of La Calprend 
Cleopatre. Dryden's All for Love is an original and free tre*t-
-
ment of Antony and Cleopatra. 
By the year 1700 Dryden 1r8.S dead, as was Congreve, one 
of the most brilliant comic dramatists of the day. rhe dramatists 
of this time had reflected the influenoe of French classical drama 
and dramatic theory. Racine and Corneille had also been adapted 
for the Eng,lish stage. 
rhe, Careless ~sband by C1bber, preserved the stock 
characters of the restoration comedy, purged# hcwever# of their 
gross excesses but not wholly chastened in spirit. rhe tendencies 
of the earlier comedies are maintained in the dramatic works of 
Mrs. Cantlivre. Her characters often have the traits which are 
easily within the grasp of the actor while the very best of ~he. 
are JlOre vital comic creations. She wrote rhe lRonderl A Woman Keeps 
a Secrei whose Don Felix was one of David Garrick's most popular 
roles. 
Lillots Karina is based on Pericles, Prince of Tyre, 
and give. marked evidence of his indebtedness to Shakespeare. 
rhe Fatal CUriosity is a dome*tio tragedy written in three acts 
of blank verse 
While the sentimental drama was to reach its height 
I in Hugh Kelly and CUmberland, there is in Colman's rhe Jealous 
!!£! 80me foreshadowing of Sheridan's oomio masterpieces. Besides 
this it is conspicuous as an e;x:ample of a successful dramatization 
of a popular novel. )Ir. and )Irs. Oakly, Lady Freelove, and Harriot 
are all original oharacter portrayals. With the aid of David Gar-
rick he wrote a genuine comedy, The Olandestine Marriage. There is 
perhaps in the illiterate )Irs. Heidelberg the original of )(rs. Mala-
prop. 
The last forty years of the eighteenth century produced 
few English plays of primary importance. Yet this is an interesting 
period to consider. ( Some attributed the decay of the drama to the 
rise of the actor. Goldsmithts She stoops to Conquer was not ori-
ginal in plot but·the characters are drawn tram life and are touched, 
as it were, by Goldsmithts indescribable charm. 
Sheridan's The Rivals gave to the dramatio library a comedy 
of incident, and incidentally, ~dia Languish. The School for Scandal 
was the last great English comedy. Sir Peter Teazle and Lady Teazle 
are examples of what an overcivilized society develops. Sheridan 
has put on the stage the psychology of the overestimated world of 
fashion. Lady reazle was first played by IIrs. Abington who with 
)Irs. Clive, did much to elevate the stage and assert womants place 
on the stage and her right as an actress of abilitye 
In Germany the outstanding figures are Schiller and Goethe. 
In the Bride of Kessina Schiller has arranged a new version of the 
eternal triangle. The story deals with the enmity existing between 
two brothers growing out of the fact that they are in love with the 
same girl---B eatrice. The woman, without knowing it, is the sister 
of her two lovers, Don Caesar and Don Kanuel. There is a marked 
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i;,. 
It ii'~. i~·'(·)··.· ? '''; .':,' /,< 't, >'".'.: 
contrast between the two brothers. Don Oaesar is hasty and 
wrathtul---Don Uanuel melanoholy and reserved. 
In the nineteenth century Goethe was the oentral 
figure of that classioal group whioh gathered around the oourt 
circle at Weimar. His Faust is immortal and has been listed along 
with the Hebrew Bible, Uilton's Paradise Lost, Dante's Divine Comedy 
and Saakespearets works. These together with the Greek classioal 
poems and epics may justly be called the literary bibles of the 
human race. 
The character of Gretchen, or as it is later known, 
MArguerite, possesses a charm of imDocence which clings to her in 
spite of her guilt. Herein~ the poet, shows his wonderful skill, 
for he does not try to veil or excuse her offenses and yet he fills 
us with that love of the heroine which purity alone can inspire. 
It has been my -.mest aim in this introduction to give 
a brief sketch of the origin and development of the drama and to 
, 
shaw woman's gradual settling into a place of prominence in it, 
as shown by the literature of the countries. where drama has played 
an important part in the advance of cultural civilization. 
In the following chapters it shall be my purpose to 
advance some of the most difficult problems which have oonfronted 
woman and have affected her place in the drama, and to shaw how 
important woman has always been in the solution of 9('those problems. 
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Chapter 1. 
WOMEN IN THE HOME. 
Chapter 1. 
WOMEN IN THE HOME 
The prevalent idea has ever been that womanls place 
is in the home. It is only recently that she has been considered 
has having any detinite intluenc.e outside her so called natural 
realm. 
~t has been the interesting and appreciative duty 01' 
the novelists and dramatists to show the public that women must 
be free trom the conventional conception 01' her rights and duties 
even it this means leaving her children, husband, home and tire-
side. It has taken Henrik Ibsen to sound the trumpet call 01' 
woman 1 s freedom. 
His three most widely read plays, Ghosts, Hebba Gabler 
and A Dollls House, deal with the problem 01' the home and the talse 
ideals 01' marriage which men have erected to govern their conduct •. 
He has attempted three distinctly unsatistactory solutions 01' the 
problem. He shows us that no tYranny is greater than the despo-
tism 01' a fi,lse ideal. With this idea. in view, he attempts" in 
these three plays, to show us where these tottering standards lead 
men, and more truthf'ully, women. 
A Dollls House tells 01' the struggle 01' Bora Helmer a.gainst 
the intluence 01' her invironment, her heredity, and the social con-
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Tentions which retard her deTelopment as an indiTidual and as 
a human being. Ibsen, speaking through lora Helmer" would haTe 
us all deliTered from ,these false oono~pt10ns and idea18. Ris 
message to the world and to all mankind is to be free' We must 
be free, eTen it that freetea means shocking the easily-shocked 
public. lora obsenes that it is the men who make the la'Wll ,and 
that contemporary society means a society for men; not a society 
tor human beings. 
From the beginning through the middle ot the third act" 
the story is not much more than an ingenicusly inTented tale, 
friTolous, light and airy, with little to suggest the tragedy that 
is to come. 
lora is the petted, spoiled doll-wite ot TOrTald Helmer. 
She is simple and child-like with little knowledge of the outside 
world to mar the pertectneas of her domestio lite. We find her 
absorbed in her home and her children, giTing little thought t~ 
the way in which her husband keeps her in money. But on the other 
hand this ignorance is not entirely her own fault. TOrTald is the 
exact opposite in nature to his wite. He shields her from the petty 
cares that intest his work-a-day world; protects her fram the things 
he feels she should not know but whioh she would have profited by had 
she peroeiTed them; in short---he makes a doll ot her. 
Be does not give her credit tor oommon sense enough to be his pal and 
a partaer in his married lite. At the time when she needed his loye 
and protection, he" with r~hteoua indignation and bruised pride, 
condemns her tor that tor which he is the direct cause. 
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Helmer protesses his love tor his wite on many oocasions. 
He declares his devotion to her in these words: "lora, I otten 
wish I might risk body and soul, and .everything, everything tor 
your dear sake." There is not doubt that Kelmer loves his wite 
with that narrow seltish love that rill not stand the braoder 
tests ot time. Row shallow those words must have seemed to the 
child-wite when she puts her hUsband to the testl What a hollow 
mockery his protessions 01 love must have been to her when she 
realizes that he is speaking to her in these lines: "I would 
gladly work tor you day and night, bear sorrow and want tor your 
sake, but no man sacrifices his honor, even tor the one he loves". 
Rer reply is:- "Killions ot women have done so." 
Nora is awakened. She realizes that everyone "shares 
the responsi~11ity and guilt ot the society to which he or she 
belongs. n Rer spiritual development springs trom the tir'" con-
vietion that she can become respons!'le tor the weltare ot the 
ohildren only by gaining responsibility tor herselt and by aoquir-
ing a knowledge 01' society through contact with the great world 
outside. She knows little beyond the narrow confines ot her 
doll-house tor she has been rigidly shielded trom contact with 
all that is sordid and natural. this responsibility, however, 
can never be gained by remaining in the home. Nora makes her 
own dnision. 'Ire get the gist ot the play trom her conversation 
with her husband in the last act. The tone ot the play changes 
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and a deeper note is struck for the first time when husband 
and wife settle down to discuss their relations to one another. 
This is the first time they have seriously considered their 
selves in comparisbn with their mate. 
One might be justified in considering that Bora wou!d 
feel her duty to her ohildren as a sacred responsibility. We 
must remember at the same time that Helmer has so led lora to 
believe she is not a fit oompanion for her children l that she 
felt she would be doing them an injustice by contaminating them 
with her loathsome presenoe. Society may hold up its hands in 
horror because lora abandoned her children rather than surrender 
her individuality, submerge her true nature l and crush her desire 
to prove a useful member of home and societYI but Ibsen feels that 
by leaving home, she has arrived at the only probable 4olution to 
her great problem. He does not believe that a woman must give up 
her individuality and personality because of the narrowness of 
the conventions. 
In speaking of Krogstad, Helmer voices his contempt 
for one who sins as Bora herself has sinned, in the following 
lines: "Such a dust cloud lies poison and contaminates the whole 
air of home. Every breath the children draw contains some germ 
of evil." And later:-
"Iearly all cases of early corruption may be traced 
to lying mothers." lora realizes that it gives her husband a 
positive sense of physical discomfort to come in contact with 
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people lime herselt. There is only pity in our hearts tor 
the girl who grew to womanhood to face, all unprepared, the 
momentous problems ot the home. lora, the light-hearted~ is 
turned into an understanding woJPl1 who breaks with the insti-
tutions of marriage when she tinds that she is not fitted to 
be the mother of her own ohildren. Marriage and tree-selt-
development cannot go hand in hand. 
Naturally an audience wants to see the characters 
in whom it has become vitally interested, happy. But if to 
bring about this happiness, truth to human nature and the death 
of selt-development must be sacrificed on the alter of marriage~ 
then the characters must not be happy. Imagine~ if you can, 
Ibsen bringing lora. back trom the door in the last act, and 
casting her into the forgiving arms of her husband. 10. The 
play would tall flat it it did not leave to our imaginations 
and out eternal curiosity~ the means by which Nora worked out 
her problems and extricated herselt trom her ditticulties. 
Ghosts is a catastrophe play. Softening of the 
brain as the result ot a disease trom a licentious father is 
a subject repulsive enough to excite the morbid interest of 
an audience. It is even more sordid when we consider that i* 
is used as the chief characterisitic dominent in one ot the 
leading characters ot a ve~ popular play. 
When the curtain rises on the tirst act, everything 
except the inevitable has taken place. lIsen has a way of 
concerning himself only in the end of the play, in the working 
out of the problem, not in the presentation of the causes of the 
problem. The cause of the tragedy is over before the play begins. 
It remains only for the inevitable to happen. 
The probien in Ghosts and the question ~ich ]bsen 
so tragically and negatively answers is: 
"Do the children really benefit by the mother's 
I 
surrender in living *ie in marriage'" The answer is no. 
m comparing thB two plays, the conditions of lora Helmer and 
Mrs. Alving are by no means identical. f.nere were no such dis-
astroud oonsequences prohesied for the children of the morally 
upPig3t Helmer as fell the lot of the son of the immoral reprobate, 
Chamberlan Alving. 
The play brings out a tremendous demonstration of the 
" pa.er of heredity. The tragic, overpowering, and terrible develop-
ment 0:£ the play is scarcely relieved by lighter touches. The 
first tragedy appears in Act 1, when we realize that Mrs. Alvingfs 
• 
sacrifioe did not help matters in the least. She could never blot 
out the horrible stain of the law that "the sins of the father shall. 
be visited on the children." Mrs. Alving's whole lite is hypoorit-
leal, growing out of a loveless marriage. As a result of deception 
the home life of the Alvings is one lie atter another. Mrs. Alving 
tries cainly to seek happiness in duty done, but happiness is not 
to be her lot. She must pay the penalty--that is Ibsen's way of 
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teaching a lesson. There is sympathy in our hearts for the 
mother whose son rebukes her:-
"I never asked you for life. And what kind of a 
life was it you gave met I don.t want ita You shall take it 
back." 
In A Doll's House Nora leaves as a solution to the 
. 
problem that faced her in her home. In Ghosts )(rs. living remains 
as an attempted solution to her problem. 
In Hedd. Gabler, Ibsen has given us a psychological 
portrait of Hedda, a woman out of harmo~ with her surroundings. 
The problem in this case is pure incompatibility and could never 
have been worked out. The only possible solution is after all, 
not a solution: Hedda should never have come into the home. 
In regard to The 'Unchastened Woman, by Louis K. Ans-
pacher, it has been said that Caroline !nollys, the wife of Hubert 
Knollys, is perhaps lIr. Anspacher's idea of what Hedda Gabler would 
be lile i~ Hedda had lived in East Sixty-sixth street, New York City. 
Like Clyde litch, Anspacher picks his heroines from the idle and 
i 
frivolous ranks of urban society and makes her his chief concern. 
This play might more aptly be classed under the division 
of this thesis known as The Eternal Triangle, but because of the 
resemblance of Caroline to Hedda, it may also be considered here. 
The problem arises when Caroline whom the dramatist has 
endowed with a kind of pepetual youth, a purring charm, dominent 
will and pretty wit, combined with the manners of the luxury loving 
class, attempts to win another man away from his wife. Her main 
idea seems to be to playas close to the flame as· she can without 
scorching her wings, 
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The idea of the play is the attempted stuly of 
a woman who is incapable of being a true normal wife because of 
her essentially selfish and trivial nature. Yet caroline is not 
wholly bad. If she were entirely corrupt and had some definite 
reason £Dr her corruption, we might forgive her. As it is, she 
is as incapable of being an ultimately unfaithful wife as she is 
of being a true one. Perhaps this. is due to the lack of real 
passion in her, and because she tears the consequences of break-
ing the laws of conventions. In this respeotOaroline resembles 
rather closely Ibsenls Hedda. Hedda is entirely deficient in 
moral scruples, nevertheless she dreads a scandal. Outwardly 
.. 
she remains faithful to her young husband; inwardly she is an 
audulteress. In thought she can sin; in deed she dare nota 
Oaroline had previously oaught her husband in an 
act of unfaithfulness and she uses this knowledge as a whip 
over him. The victim ot her own desires is one Lawrence San-
bury, an arohitect. His wite stands out in marked contrast to 
Oaroline. She is active and energetic, and idealistic. The two 
women urge Lawrence to tollow two distinctly different ways in 
attaining success. caroline urges him to cater to the rioh; 
his wite insists that he push torward by being uncompromisingly 
himselt and by bringing out tne qualities which are inherent with-
in him. It is not until ~bert is able to get a whip over Oaro-
line by di'scovering that she has gone too tar with Lawrence, and 
that the knowledge of her indiscretion might ruin her social 
position, that Oaroline is brought to her senses and made to 
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realize that she is not only wrecking her happiness and the 
happiness ot two homes. Caroline is torced to apologize pub-
lically. Aaspacher thinks this is the only means ot humiliating 
her. And yet she is allowed to make her tinal exit with a smile-
still unchastened. She isn.t regenerated. She is never sympa-
thetic. And unlike Hedda6 she isn1t even tragic. 
Home, it seems to the dramatist, is what the women 
choose to make it. The problem is one ot all time, and its poss-
ible solutions are determined not so much by the atmosphere in 
which the characters move and have their being6 but more otten 
in the possibilities ot retorm which are in the women themselves. 
In concluding this chapter let me reiterate: 'Womants 
place was originally in the home. It is natura16theretore, that 
the dramatist in considering ~ as a vital being to be reckoned 
with, should consi4er her first in her natural environment, as 
an important cog in the wheel ot family lite. 
-The drama as the most social ot the arts 6 teaches us 
much that we already know. "Family studies ~n the theatre"6 says 
Chandler in Aspects ot the Kodern Drama, "Aftord no novel idea 
yet they display with moving torce the world ot human character 
in which we live." It these problems ot the home interest us at 
'} 
all, it is by making us teel • 
In most ot these problems ot the home the aim is purely 
pictorial---the presentation ot persons closely allied by blood or 
marriage6 whose peculiarities are thrown into prominence by some 
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family crisis. For the most part the crisis is less important 
than the characters which it affects. 
It has been my aim in this chapter to show that 
mcdern dramatists ccnsidered women as a vital .lament in family 
lite, and in the solution of the problems which make up laily 
life in the average family, they have woven interesting plots 
that like the strong warp or the weak woot produce a fabric, 





1. Women with a Present. 
2. Women with a Past. 
It has been .aid that there is no such thing as 
an immoral subject tor a play; in the treatment ot the subject~ 
and only in the treatment~ lies the basis tor ethical judgment 
ot the piece. It is by no means the business ot the dramatist 
to tormulate the laws ot conduct, to say what is right and what 
is wrong~ to judge the rules ot behavior ot the characters in 
general. This is lett to the social scientist~ the ethical phil-
osopher, and the religious teacher. 
The business ot the dramatist, then, is not to tor-
mulate laws, but merely to tell the truth about celttain specitic 
characters which he has drawn tor our consideration, and to show 
us how they would act under certain specitic situations. 
Dramatists have concerned themselves to a large extent, 
in the last 'twenty years particularly. with the modern prob1.em 
play. These plays are the launching ot an individual point ot 
view; aBort ot selt .. conscious criticism of life. The dramatbts 
have taken upon themaelves the job of attempting to work out the 
complexity and reality of life, or as it has been appropriately 
put. "to get beneath the surtaoe play and pageantry of life; 
to use life materials aa the basis of life meanings". 
The chief characteristias of the problem play are 
a senae that life is real and art ought to be vital# and that 
life is exceedingly complex. 
The wayward WOJp8.ll# the one who strays either by her 
own volition or some outside influence trom the straight and 
narrow path of organized society # seems to have come in for more 
than her share of condemnation and criticism. )lost of the problem 
plays center around the character of some woman who has s inned in 
the past# or who has an immoral present. Bow and then in the work-
ing out of the plot there is the suggestion that she will also have 
an immoral future. Sometimes the dramatist chooses to make her 
wayward through the etfect ot her envirolUll.ent# and very seldom· 
through lu.t or passion. 
The problem plays which center around the erring sister 
do not do as much har.m as one would naturally expect. Perhaps this 
is due to the tact that liventiousnea8 and vice are not painted in 
glowing colors# they are not made attractive# and the men in most 
cases are more to be condemned than the women. This is particularly 
true of the men in Maeterlinc.'s ~onna Vanna# and EUgene Walter'a 
The Easiest W&r. 
Let us then consider Ilaeterlinck for a few moments. His 
subtle tO~ht tinds expression in plays ot justice, tate, add human 
destiny. He pictures str8l'1ge men and 'Women; characters we seldom 
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meet in the course of the day. These men and women lack 
something of the naturalness and healthy vigor of flesh 
and blood heroes and heroines. They aeem to be delicately 
tuned to the throbbing rytbm of life. loW and then they get 
out of harmony with their surrou.no,ings, and it 1s Wlder the 
stress of conditions that they make the play interesting. 
His men and women seem spurred on by some fate; they pulsate 
by means of intuitions and premonitions. It is this pulsating 
that makes his women d1tterent and theretore worth our grave 
consideration. 
JIonna Vanna was written in 1902 and was un-
usually successtul in every countr,r where it was presented 
except in England where the censors toriid its presentation 
on the English stage. Konna Vanna herself, is a typioal ex-
ample ot a woman who is driven to wrong doing by a seltish and 
narrow-minded husband. The problem ot the play can best be 
stated by the two questions. which the dramatist answers in the 
aftirmative, Can a woman be physically dishonest and yet be 
spiritually· pure, and should a woman sacritice her honor tor 
her countr,r or tor the weltare ot others as boldly as she would 
saoritice her lite' In the process ot answering these questions, 
JAeterlinck has woven a great play. 
He shows us two points ot view. There is the 
conflict between the substantial but somewhat clumsy conventional 
point ot view ot Guido, and the spiritual uplifting one ot Vanna. 
• 
)[onna Vanna is a woman who stands out head and 
shoulders above the average woman character on the modern 
American stage. She is a fUll length portrait painted by 
a master artist for the world to gaze upon. to love, to pity 
and to admire. There are two struggles existing in the drama, 
the struggle between love and duty, and iuidots struggle be-
tween love and the truth---the truth that must be reasonable. 
The plot, the background, and the other characters are merely 
there to offset the character of Konna Vanna. 
"Browning"i says Phelps, -tells us that even a crime 
may be a test of virtue". Konna Vanna's decision was surely 
a test of her husband's love and faithfulness. Arthur Symons 
speaks of Kanna Vanna in these words, "Rere is a play in which 
almost every character is noble, in which treachery becomes more 
vital than truth, and only what we are accustomed to call Virtue, 
shows itself mean and even criminal. And it is most like life 
as life really is in this, that at any moment the whole course 
of action might be changed, the positions of every character 
altered or even r~ersed by a mere decision of the will open 
to each---that the choice could be otherwise." 
Konna 'Vanna is high-idealed and self-sacrificing. 
She decides against her husband's will, to go to the camp of 
the enemy and give her life (if need be) for the people who 
cry piteously for bread without the palace gates. 
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Guido loves his wife with a selfish sort of love, he is no 
stronger than his love. Vanna, on the other hand, is big in 
heart and purpose, and is willing to undergo any danger to save 
her starving people. When Vanna returns, Guido refuses to be-
lieve that "he did not touch" her. Kale selfishness in its most 
disgusting form is exhibited in the last act. The utter unreason-
ableness of man is revealed when Guido who has time and again 
demanded the truth trom Vanna, refuses to accept her answer for 
the truth. His refusal ,is based on the fact that he does not 
believe the action of Prinzivalli towards his wife is reasonable. 
He realizes that Prinzivalli1s actions are contrary to, those of 
the average man placed in a similar position. Guido is blind, 
and absolutely incapable of believening in the virtue that is not 
dictated by convention. As a result he loses his wife through the 
narrowness and selfishness of his own soul. Vanna tells him, that 
since he will not accept the truth, then she will tell him what he 
wants to know. She realizes that Guido has forfeited her love on 
the alter of unbelieveing. 
It must be remembered that )lonna Vanna. was driven to her 
action by Guido. She was faithful to him until she saw that petty 
selfishness had supplanted his love for her. It is not until then 
that she decides to deceiv~ him to satisfy his vanity and his gross 
stubbornness. laturally she is willing to take the consequvnces. 
"Yes, it has been a bad dream---but the beautiful one will 
begin again. The beautiful one will begin again." 
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Vanna deserves a beautiful dream. The dramatist leaves us 
to imagine the secret meetings of Janna with Prinzivalli in 
the underground dungeon. the key to which she alone has access. 
Guido who has brought on his wife's unfaithfulness by his refusal 
to trust her. also deserves a dream---not quite so beautiful. 
The problem play dramatist realizes that on a happiness platfor.m 
the problem of convention cannot be solved. There is perhaps a 
sort of happiness in store for Vanna, an unconventional happiness 
based on the hope of clandestine meetings with her lover. There 
is peace for blind Guido who has forced his wife to her deCision, 
but there can be no happiness nor peace for old Marco seeing as 
he does the falsity of the lives being lived around himJ and being 
by honor bound not to interfere with their natural courses. Is 
this after all a happy eDling? 
In Eugene Walter's play The Easiest way we see a woman 
with a past who tries vainly to live a perfect present. Because 
of the selfish and false ideals of the man who professes to love 
her, and the hand of the man who pulled her down and is every ready 
to shove her a little farther along the path of least resistence, 
she is forced to seek the easiest way of living the rest of her 
immoral life. Her last words to her maid sum up the tragedy of 
the drama, "Yes I'm going to Rector's to make a hitJ and to hell 
with the restl" 
There can be only pity in our hearts for Ja.ura Murdock. 
the pretty little show girl who has gone west with a stock company 
and falls deoently, desperately and honestly in love with John 
Madison, a peculiar type of westerner. There is only pity despite 
the author's condemnation of her. He has attempted to paint her 
as balck as possible, and only succeeds in leaving with us an im-
pression of a pathetic little gray figure against an inky background 
of conditions and characters. In contrast with the male characters 
heehas made her a vivid rose color struggling to become snow white 
but doomed to remain as she is, or even a shade darker, because 
of the lack of fit companions who may help her clense her sould. 
walters has tailed to prove the truth of his statement, 
"her fascination was as undeniable as her insincerity of purpose". 
She is soft-voiced, pretty and girli.h--more sinned against than 
sinning. With all her past experiences, tragic and othwrwise, Laura 
Murdock has found nothing equal to her sudden, swiftly increasing 
love for the young westerner. On the other hand, John knew that 
he had awakened in her an honest love, the first real decent 
affection she has shown, and she in turn has and is awakening in 
him his first desire to be a man in the biggest sense of the word. 
He wanted 10 do things worthwhile. to amount to something, to play 
the game of life fairly, decently out in the open. 
If Laura had remained in Denver, the play possibly would 
have had a happing ending. But John puts her to a te.t, she is sent 
to New York alone to lead a straight lite. 1Je tind her here later 
in a cheap boarding house, hungry penniless, and dependent, almost 
desperate, and haunted by the tear that her lover has forgotten her. 
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It is quite easy for her to slip back into her old ways of ease 
and luxury. On the other hand it must be remembered that 3ust 
as we pointed out that Jlonna Vanna sinned only when she was driven 
in desperation to it, Laura takes the easiest way only after her 
lover and the man to whom she has been mist~ess, have shown her 
the other way, and have made it difficult and unbearable., Will 
knows the test to which Laura is to be put. He speaks 01 her in 
conversation with John in the first act, 
" I hope you'll make your money because I tell you frankly 
that.s the only way you can hold this girl. She's full of heroics 
now, self-sacrifice and all the things that go to make up the third 
act of a play, but the minute she comes to darn her own stockings, 
wash out her handkerchiels and dry them on the window, and send out 
for a pail of coffee and a sandwich for lunch, take it from me, it 
will go - bah' You're in Oolorado writing letters once a day with 
no checks in them. That may be a1lright for one who has not tasted 
the joy of easy living, full ot the good things of lite, but one who 
has been doing very well in the way these women do is not going to 
let up for any great length of time." 
Who is it, we ask, who gave her the taste of the joy of 
easy 1i vingt Will and Wil1's kind. Who has taught her to orave the 
good things of life and has given them to her for the price which 
she should never have been asked to pay! Will, and the rest of the 
Wills ofBew York. Oan we sit in the seat of the scornful and judge the 
girl who sinks deeper and deeper into the mire of sin and degredation 
simply because thosewho14ou1d have helped her turned. a deaf' ear 
and masked their conceit under the name of' high and mighty manhoodl 
Oold. unforgiving self'ish brute that John is, he lets Laura's plead-
ings of' love go unanswered. He imagines with all the collosal conceit 
that he is too good tor her. Laura pleads, HI love you. I---how 
can I tell you, but I do, I do, and you wont believe mel" He ans-
wers, ttl think you do in as f'ar as you are able; but Laura I guess 
you don't know what a. decent sentiment is. You will sink until you 
are down to the very bed-rock ot depra.vity. I pity you." 
Yes. he pities her. What a. poor recompense when 
one is cra.ving love and protection; when love is the only thing 
that will save her. How can any beaing that calls himse1t a man. 
refuse to listen when Laura. p1ea.ds with him to let her lean on him. 
How heartlessly he tells her that she has leaned the wrong way. 
La.ura's past may have been ot her own making. but her immoral future 
and her present state ot living are the work ot John and 'Will. Her 
wayward future certainly will be oaused by the one who pretends and 
considers himselt tar above her in ideals and ambitions. He lacks 
human understanding, and while he may know what a decent sentiment 
is, he is lacking in even the taintest tinge of altruism and deep-
seated 10vw. 
With infinite grief, we are told by the authot, 
with resignation and hopeles.ness. Laura mutters the words. HOb God, 
Ob, ~y God." as she totters towards her bedJoom. It is left to us 
to deoide whether Walter accomplished his task--jhat ot teaching a. 
noble moral lesson by exposing some of the sins of society. 
Henry Arthur Jones has depicted tor us a woman with 
a past and a man with an immoral present. I ref'er to M!chael 
~ his Lost Angel,. .A.utiie is a frivolous type ot woman who 
takes a great f'ancy to the rector ot the churoh. She teels the 
need ot spiritual advice, or is it merely a desire to be near the 
man she has decided to leve' Her desire of' conquest leads Michael 
to his downf'all. The plot of' the play revolves around the situ-
ation dn'eloped when Michael :tind.shimselt talling into the ways. 
ot besetting sin. He realizes that he JDU.st mete out to himselt 
the same punishment that he has previously exacted from Rose, the 
daughter of' his confidential secretar,y. It would not be tair to 
Michael to say that he yielded to the wiles of this wayward woman 
without stating that he resisted the alluring attraction of' Audrie 
with all his feeble moral stren&th. The .matter with which we are 
concerned, and on whioh the drulatist has made his play, is that 
he did in time yield to her. In.let II, Michael thus soliloquizes: 
"why did you COll8 into rq lUet I did not seek you. 
You oame unbidden, and betore I was aware ot it, you had unlocked 
the holiest plaoes ot rq heart. Your skirts have swept through 
all the gateways of' rq being. !here is a fragranoe ot you in every 
cranD1 ot me. You possess me. 1'0' 101 I will not yield to you. I .. 
Audiie tp,_ oomes to him, and Kichael tells her he will 
do anything in his power tor her best, her heavenly weltare. Audrie 
answers: 
ttl dont think I care much tor my heavenly weltare 
at this ;oment. You tumbled me ott ~ pinnacle and there I 
~ 
stuck in the mud." 
While Audrie is perhaps the one to blame in the down-
fall of Kichael, she is to be pitied in that no one ever told her 
that love was sacred. Kichael consoles her with these words: 
ttJobody ever does tell us that until we hear it trom 
our Own hearts.tt Michael oondemns himself and exonorates Audrie 
trom the entire blame ot his downfall in these lines: 
. "10 devU has any power over any soul of man until the 
man tirst gives him entranoe and consent." 
There is a marked contrast in Kichael and Helmer of 
Ibsen's A Doll's BOuse, especially in the attitude ot man's saari-
-
fice tor the woman he loves. Helmer says that a man will sacrifice 
everything for the woman he loves except his honor. Audrie in speaking 
of Kichael's relations to her, says, -Itls an awful delight to think 
that a mancwould risk hell tor one.- She continues, -There aren.t 
many men who would dare lose this world for the woman thay 10ve-
how many are there that would dare to 108e the other.-
Sir Arthur Wing Pinerofs plays are filled with immoral 
women and immoral types. In The_ S,ecfnd )Irs. Tanque!.al. we have Paula 
a8 an excellent example of a WOIl8.n with a past. Paula is retormed 
and has wanied, yet she learns the hard lesson that socially the 
woman with a past oan have no tu.ture. The question in the play has 
been appropriately stated a8: 
"Oan marriage clathe with respectability the woman who 
has earlier sinned,· 
Paula is bored with life" but she is human enough ~o 
long tor love and sympathy. She does not seem to be able to shake 
ott the ideals and habits of her earlier lite. and tor this r.ason. 
she cannot gain happiness and respeot. She is desoribed in the first 
aot: 
"To do her justice~ she is a type ot a class whioh is 1m-
moral. Physioally. by a strange oaprioe ot creation" curiously 
beautiful. Mentally she laoks even the strength of deliberate vio-
iousness. Her affeotions" emotions~ impulses~ her very existenee a 
burlesque." 
Paula sees the hopelessness ot her position and realizes 
that when. her physical beauty is gone, her ability to attraot will 
also vanish. 
"youtll see me then at last with other people's eyes---
you!ll see me as your daughter sees me, as all wholesome tolk see 
women lUe me. And I shall have no weapon to tight with, not one 
serviceable little bit ot prettiness lett me to detend mJselt with' 
A worn out creature broken up very likely some time betore I ought to 
be----mJ hair bright, my eyes dull, m:i body too thin ~r too stout, my 
oheeks raddled or ruddled---a ghost, a wreck, a oaricature" a candle 
that gutters, call such an end what you like." 
She preters death at her own hands to an end like the one 
she has pictured. 
In The lotorious :Irs. Ibbsmith" .Agnes is wayward through 
- ~'i=- .~-
strength" not through we~elS. She is a strong believer in free love" 
and is shown the tolly of her theory. 
In Wildels lA.dz Windermer~ls ~, )(rs. Erlynne is the 
type of adventuress redeemed. In A Woman of No Importance, we 
find portrayed a character more sinned against than sinning---
)(rs. Arbuthnot. Another example, less immoral than the others# 
is that of )[rs. Cheverley in The Ideal ltUsband. And in ~alome 
we find the leading figure the personification of revolting lust. 
She is wayward through passion alone. There is no redeemable 
reason for her wickedness; nothing to incite our pity or our ad-
miration. 
Quite another form of "past", whioh is by no means an 
immoral one, is brought out in Jerome K. aerOBe's pleasing little 
play, Thein Lady Bantock, or as it is sometimes called, '.armZ 
and ;t}le Servart Problem. Rere we have Fanny married to a lord 
whom khe has been led to believe a poor artist with a fUture. 
'When she is brought to his home is is amazed to find her own 
aunts and uncles and cousins serving as maids and butlers and 
footmen to the lord's family. !his, vogether with the fact that 
she was a dancing hall girls torms her "past". Naturally the 
situations are a musing, and an excellent play has been woven 
trom a past that is out of the ordinary though having no taint 
or stain ot. immorality upon it. The only moral which we can find 
in this drama, if it might be~alled moral at all, is that no matter 
how hard we may try to keep a secret, it is bound to come out sooner 
or later. 
In Clyde Fitch's The Truth, we have a phase ot the wayward 
woman in a lighter sense ot the word. There are no lives at stake 
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.but the results are almOst as disastrous. Becky warder has 
one great sin---the sin ot telling little white lies, when 
the truth would be much easier and the consequences less dan-
gerous. Great lies trom little lies grow, and Becky tinds that 
she is not able to tell anything except lies. Pitch does not 
iwsh to make this playa tragedy, so he has Becky brought to 
her senses and the play ends happily. 
ulf I c~win back his love "'the truthl I'll never be 
able to keep it~ so what.s the use ot getting it back at all?" 
Warder sounds the keynote ot the play in the last tew lines: 
~e dont love people beacuse they are perfect--we love 
them because they are themselves." The interest in this play 
lies not in the study ot fashionable societYI but more in the 
portrayal ot human nature, particularly that human nature of 
which Becky is the exponent. 
In summing up these wayward characters, Monna Vannal 
t.aura llurdock, Audria~ Paula, Mrs. Ebbsmith, Mrs. Erlyrme, Mrs. 
Arbuthnot, lirs. Cheverley, Salome, and in the lighter sense ot the 
term, Fanny and Becky, it is interesting to note that vices are 
not pictured in glowing terms not oolored in brilliant tones. 
Vice and lioentiousness are not described in such a way as to corrupt 
the minds and morals or the readers. As a rule these women reap 
their punishment. The women who are wayward through malice or 
personal weakness either die or live lives of misery. The modern 
dramatist has treated the subject in various ways, but invariably 
double living, deoeit and immorality are censored and the characters 
punished according to the sin. 
Chapter III. 
THE ETERNAL TRIANGLE. 
Chapter 111. 
THE ETERNAL TRIANGLE 
Perhaps the main reason modern dramatists have 
used the eternal triangle so frequently in their plays, is 
that it is an easy way of getting the main oharaoters into 
• a tangle. Of all of the thirty-six dramatio situations which 
a oertain Frenohaan, Po11, has estimated as the total ~ber 
available to writers of plays, this triangular one is by far 
the most popular. It is not a distinotly modern idea. It 
has been used with variations tor many years, and it is as 
common among romantio writers as with realistic ones. 
Plays oentering around-the theme involving the honor, 
justioe, love, hate, envy and revenge of three main oha~acters 
are of two distinct types. These are the plays whioh envo1ve 
the struggle of two men for the love of one woman, usually the 
wife of one of them, and those whioh oenter around the struggle 
whioh oomes as the result of two women's love for the husband 
- of one of them. laturally modern dra:matists have found various 
solutions to the tangles, and it is therefore, not the idea with 
n 
which we are ohiefly conoerned, but rather with the untagling of 
the matted threads, and the inevitable resulting punishment which 
comes at the end whioh interests us. 
The main reason for our interest is that there 
is always a woman in the case. Whether she forms only one 
side of the triangle or two sides, in most instances she is 
more definitely and distinctly drawn than the male character. 
It is interesting, too, to notice that many dramatists 
in projecting an eternal triangular theme, have used art as a 
background. In dlAnnunziols The Dead City, we find the leading 
man, a poet. He is married to Ahna, a loveable, self-sacrific-
ing blind girl. Anna realizes that she can never give to her 
temperamental husband that which his poetical nature craves and 
demands. She is far from being morose and selfish, for when she 
discovers that her husband is falling under the spell of Bianoa 
Marie, she wishes him to marry her. Her altruism oarries her 
to plan self-destruotion, and his happiness and his suocess in 
the artistic world are all that she holds uppermost in her heart. 
Her tragic end is averted by the death of Bianca, whioh while 
settling Anna's mind, leave. the poet bereft of his inspiration. 
It is left for the readers to decide whether or not he will ever 
reach to the heights of genius that he would have gained had Bianca 
Marie remained to inspire him. 
To dlAnnunzio art is more vital than li1"e. Conveations 
are as nothing to hik. To Ibsen's way of thinking as illustrated 
in !Jl!.n. We Dead Awake just the reverse is time. !bsen, it must 
be remembered, is more deeply interested in life problems and the 
.. 
reaction of personality and human nature against oircumstanoes and 
oonventions. For this reason in accordance with his creed, art 
is secondary to nature. 
:nn the case of Whln We Dead Aw'ake, the man is a sculptor. 
He is torn between love for his wife and love for his model. To 
Rubek, the man, art is supreme, it oomes .above love, above everything • 
. 
He suppresses his love for his model and uses her merely as an in-
spiration for his work. He refuses to see that he might have com-
bined love and work and suooeeded in getting a perfeot working har-
mony. Ibsen has shown us that "in failing to remain true to his 
impulse to love he has lost his power of further oreation". His 
work, we are :told, is not up to standard, it is oommonplaoe, a 
faroe, petty and orude in oomparison with his former aohievements. 
To get away fram himself he marries another woman whom he does not 
love. Later on he .eets kie-tfirst model and learns the awful truth 
that he has smothered out "the self" he loved in her. She is by 
no means the same, she is but a shell of her former self groping 
about in the darkness with no sense of direotion. Rubek believes 
that he oan awaken himself and lr .... 
Therefore, without taking into oonsideration the wishes 
of his legal wife, he leaves her, and he and i-rene climb the heights 
together. They are supremely happy, for they have found each other 
and are reawakening together. In the height of their so-oalled 
happiness they are buried by an avalanche. 
Kaia, the wite, is glad to be tree from her husband, 
and :tar dom the clift she is rejoicing in the love ot a wild 
bear hunter, 'W'hOm she has f'ound to be a more suitable mate. Death 
reunited Rubek and Irene, and the treedoa gained by death was more 
precious than lite had ever been. Ibsen and d'Annunzio in When We 
Dead Awake., and The Dead City have taken up the eternal triangle as 
1:.-0-- ~ 
interpreted in terms of' romantic variations. D'Annunzio in ~ 
~ooonda has touched a little on the realistic. While the play 
is stUl romantio in spirit, there are parts which border pre-
ceptibly on truth. 
The world must be tragic indeed to the wite who oannot 
suppl,r the inspiration which is necessary f'or the husband's display 
of' genius and artistry. The degree of' tragedy is determined by the 
personality ot the wif'e in the case and by the attitude with which 
she meets the situation. We saw the pathos ot the situation when 
the wite realbed, in ~ Dead Citl, that another woman was filling 
the place that was rightfully hers. In La. Gioconda. we find a sim-
ilar situation worked out by women ot entirely different temperament. 
Lucio is a suocess.f'ul 8cuJaptor. lie is extremely weak, and 
he realizes tully that Gioconda is creeping into his heart eaoh timB 
she enters his studio. lie has attempted to commit suicide before the 
curtain rises on the .first act, beacuse of his despondency over his 
relations with the two women. He awes his physical health and his 
lite to his wite, but he owes the lite ot his art to Gaoconda, his 
mistress, who has visited his studio daily during his illness and 
.. 
placed damp clothes on the clay which forms the unfinished 
statue. Sylvia, the wife, is necessary to Lucio's physical 
life; Gioconda to his artistic life. Briefly the story is 
this: While Lucio is oonvalesing, a message is brought to 
him from Gioconda stating that at a certain hour eaoh day~he 
will be waiting in the studio for him. Sylvia learns this, 
and realizing that her weak husband cannot withstand the lure 
of a woman of Gioconda1s type, determines to go to the studio 
and order her to leave. 
The two women meet on common ground. Gioconda does not 
reeiinize Sylvia's authority to turn her out of the studio, and 
refuses to leave unless dismissed by Lucio himself. Sylvia, real-
inzing that Lucio will never exert enough will. power to do such a 
thing. resorts to a lie to preserve him for herself and to rid him 
of the vampire's olutohes. She tells Gioconda that it was Lucio 
who sent her to tell Gioconda that he will never see her. Gioconda 
forthwith becomes a fiend, a ma4woman, intent only on her evil 
and malicious purpose. She darts swiftly behind the screen which 
shields the preoious statue, and is bent upon destroying it. 
Rithertofore, Sylvia has played only a small part in the artistic 
life of the young sculptor, but when put to the test she discards 
• 
all personal fears and physical charms and stretches out her ex-
quisite hands to catch the statue as it falls. Lucio enters the 
studio as the statue crashes, crushing her hands with the force 
of the impact. Sylvia Imcnrs that he has come in response to the 
lure of Gioconda; she realizes that her sacrifice has been in vain • 
The lut act of the play is more tragic than the 
climax. In it we find t he maimed Sy1vja in oonversation with a 
strange fairy-like beggar maid. She is telling the girl that she 
gave her hands for her love. It is apparant, however, that she is 
convinced her saorifioe was too great a price to pay; her husband 
has left her. 
D'Annunzio excuses the weak Lucio on the gr,:'ounds that 
he is an artist. Dsen would not have been so lenient. He would have 
made him responsible to the code of manhood and to his nature as a. 
human being no matter how temperamental he might be, rather than to 
his ambitions as an artist. D'Annunzio says he is duty bound to fol-
low his inspiration, but this serves only to make him weaker morally 
and spiritually when measured by our present-day standards. Lucio 
knows but one law, that of his own making. His wor~ in the world is 
to create statues, and when a material for.m has gone out of his hands 
with the imprint of beauty upon it, he states that "the offioe assigned 
to me by nature is i'ulfilled". The weakness of Lucio, however, serves 
only to emphasize the strength of Sylvia. He was too blind and unprin-
cipled to realize that her strong love, her beaut~i'u1 an« righteous 
soul, her winning persona1ity---a11 of these qualities----could have 
afforded him the inspiration he needed for his work. 
SylVia is entirely too good tor her husband. She for-
gives his unfaithfUlness and hopes to win back his love by her infinite 
faith in him, just as she has won baok his health by her loving care. 
She is pleased anihappy when Lucio pledges afresh his individual 
affection for her. But he is too weak to live up to his promise. 
Gioconda has too strong a hold on him for him to release himself 
merely by willing to do so. Sylvia, on the other hand, is not the 
type of woman to give up her possessions without a struggle. She 
is no blind Anna in a dead city. She is alive to the seriousness 
of the situation, and she intends to fight tor what is hers with 
every bit of womanly love and stratedy within her. All of her soul 
is in the qcousations she brings against the unprinoipled temptress. 
There is toroe and oonviotion in the words:-
~ell here is a woman who has drwwn a man into her net 
with the utmost allurements; who has torn him away from the peaoe of 
home. the nobility of art, the beauty of a dream whioh he has nour-
ished tor years with the flowers of his foroe; who has dragged him 
into a turbii and violent delerium where he has lost all sense ot goodness 
and justice. 
Naturally Giooonda is prepared ter this, and she gives 
her viewpoint in the following lines:-
"The woman against whom you made suoh aocusations was 
ardently loved, and sutter me to say itlZWith a glorious love. She 
did not abase but exalt a strong life." 
Giooondats chiet fault was in loving another manls 
husband. She does not feel a s,nse ot guilt at bringing unhappiness 
upon Sylvia. In fact, she explains that Sylviats dilemma is of her 
own making. 
"All your hands, all, above all your hands of goodness 
and pardon, prepared for him every night a bed of thorn, on which he 
could not lie down. But when he entered here, I awaited his as one 
awaits the oreating gOd, he was transformed. Before hiS. work he re-
covered strength, joy, faith." 
Giooonda is not vulgar but she is unprinoipled. She too, 
like Lucio, knows only one law--one rule of oonduot and that law she 
has created to suit her own wilful and immoral purposes. While she 
is unden~ably Lucio's mistress, she thinks less of his person 
than she does of his art. Rer laws of oonduot she has made to 
govern in the realm of art. In speaking of his studio, she shows 
her moral oode:-
"~his is a plaoe outside laws and beyond oommon rights. 
Rere a sou)ptor makes his statues •••••• Bature has sent me here to 
bring him a message, and to serve him. I obey." 
DIAnnunzio plaoes the artist outside t~e pale of oonven-
tional morality. The artist must be inspired by love, but that love 
need not neoessarily oome from his wite. 
********. 
In Kaeterlinokts Pelleas and Melisande the plot is re-
versed, for here we have two men in love with the wife ot one of them. 
Xhe story runs like this, Goloud and Pelleas are halt brothers. GSUloud 
is old and a widower. Pelleas is young, handsome and oare-free. One 
day Goloud while riding 'in the wood loses his way and oomes upon Mel-
isandre sitting by a spring in the forest. She too, is lost. She is 
a~eer, halt frightened oreature of great beauty, ,and is afraid to 
have Golou~ touoh her • .A.tter some time she agrees t,o aooompany him 
home preterring as the lesser of two evils, perhaps, marriage with 
the kindly man rather than to sutter from the dangers ot the dark 
forest. 
Goloud at length brings her to his palaoe where he intro-
duoes her to his handsome half-brother. Pelleas goes forth to meet 
Kelisandre and taIls desperately in love with her. It is the old oall 
of youth to youth. 
Act II, is set by a tountain in the park. Melisandre and 
her lover are watching the sparkling waters in Blind ManIs Spring. 
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Ke1isandre is toying with the ring her husband gave her, when it 
slip. trom her hand and falls to the bottom of the crystal spring. 
At the same time Goloud is thrown from his horse and is injured. 
14e1isandre, while nurshing him, begs hb. to take her awe::r from. the 
place. She seems to fear her own heart. She has a premonition 
that she will never be happy under the existing conditions with 
Pe11eas in the house. Goloud, on the other hand, thinks this is 
just a foolish idea and pays little attention to it. He does notice, 
however, that she is not wearing the wedding ring. He is much upset 
and demands that she go at once and search for it. Me1isandre cannot 
go alone at that hour of the night, and Goloud insists that she take 
Pelleas with her. 
Goloud's suspicions are increased when at midnight he 
comes upon Pelleas bathing himself in Melisandre1s flowing hair, which 
she is combing by her bedroom window, Treating the incident as the 
act of playful children, he realizes that something more than child's 
play is being enacted before his eyes in the moonlight. 
"You are children, JtI'lisandre do not lean so far out 
the window, you will fall. Do you know how late it. is' It is nearly 
midnight. Do not play so in the darmess." 
In order to gain further proof to substantiate his sus-
pici0Il:~ of his wife's in.tedelity, he questions his little Bon, Ynivol. 
One of 'the most intense scenes in the play in Act IV, scene IV, where 
Goloud holds his son up to Kelisandre's window to have him spy upon 
the lovers and report what he sees to him. What takes place is more 
eigae'yed than related, but the scene is more powerful for themmission 
,r 
of details whioh we feel are inclusive. 
~lleas decides to go away, but first he must tell 
his love good-bye. They plan a meeting at the fountain where 
previously they had their secret meetings. Before her arrival 
at the scene of parting~ Pelleas solil6quizes:-
"It is the last evening---it must all end. I have 
played like a child about a thing I did not guess. I have played 
a-dream about the snares of fate." 
Melisandre comes to meet him. They declare their 
mutual love for each other and meditate on the fact that their state 
of bliss cannot last more than a moment or two. As the two embrace, 
Kelisandre grows aware of the presence of her husband and knowing 
his nature realizes that nothing will prevent him from exerting 
violence in his anger and jealousy. Goloud comes upon the~. He 
strikes at Pelleas~ hurls him dead into the spring~ and then pursues 
. his wife into the forest. 
The end, like that of La Gioconda is more tragic than 
the story. Melisandre lies dying~ not of the wound she has reoeived 
at the hands of her infuriated hushand~ but from a broken heart. She 
protests her innooence to Goloud on her. death bed, but stoutly affirms 
her love for Pelleas. 
Melisandre never loved her husband.. and when the ory of 
youth and romance came to her~ she felt no pangs of conscience at falling 
in love with Pelleas. The play itself is artificial both in setting and in 
the choppy episodes of love and jealousy which form the soenes. The 
characters are not flesh and blood creatures but fascinating models from 
the imagination of a romantio dramatist. The only real episode is the 
tragedy which ~esults trom the oonflict of the three main charqoters • 
.. 
Jlaeterlincll,has written another play similar in theme 
to that ot Pelleas and Kelisandre. In this case. there are two 
women involved in the triangle. Ordinarily there is an intense 
hatred existing bwtween the two sides of the triangle. En La Gio-
conda the hatred bordered on the fiendish. The striking difference 
between Maeterlinck's Aglavane and Selysette and the other plays 
of similar theme li •• in the fact that there is a mutual affection 
between the two women rivals. 
Selysette is a quiet gentle woman who would rather be 
loved for herselt alone than to do her part towards keeping the af-
fections of her husband. She makes it a point to conceal her strongest 
feelings whenever she is with her husband, and he mistakes this un-
demonstrativeness for ooldness. She admits that when she is in her 
husband's presence she represses all her emotions. 
"I do not want him to love me beacuse I agree with him, 
or beacuse I can answer him. It is as if I were jealous of myself." 
In other words, Selysette takes all and gives nothing. 
In strong eontrast to the wife, i8 the emotional expressive Aglavine. 
It is to her that Keleander goes to seek the comfort and understanding 
that his wife cannot, or will not, give him. Naturally Selysette is 
sheeked. She is human enough for that. But she is nGt strong Slough 
to go out of her natural path to regain the love she has cast aside. 
She is no Sylvia. When she recovers from the disappoihtment and pain, 
she conceives for Aglavine an ardent love. Perhaps the most unnatural 
and abnoraal p~t of the play is the affectionate regard which each 
woman holds tor the other. Neither is it natural tor Aglavine to 
.;c; . 
• 
discuss oalmly the state ot affairs existing:-
fl1 love you, I love JLeleancier; lIealeander loves us both. 
You love lleleander and myself and tor all that we cannot live happily 
together because the hour has not yet come when mankind can thus be 
united." ' 
lIeleandwr is a strange creation. At first he cannot under-
stand his quiet wife, and he seeks oompanionship in the society ot the 
toher woman. Then as the play progresses, he learns to appreciate 
his wite. Aglavine points out the solution to the plot, and Sylsette, 
silly little sentementalist that she is, decides to tollow. Aglavine 
tells Sylsette that "either one ot us must die, or the other must go 
away". By the other, she most probably means herself, but we do not 
see her making any preparations tor departure. Sylsevte arranges to 
commit suicide. She talls, as it by accident, trom the top ot a ruined 
light house and leaves her husband and her rival to live happily ever 
afterward. 
Konna Vanna is another example of the eternal ttiangle. 
Here Prinzivalli is drawn to one corner of the figure by the force 
ot a husband's suspicions to bind a wife to the man suspected. Guido 
makes the triangle a tangle ot barbed wire of suspicion and treachery 
by his inability to believe the truth as it is ppoken. 
There are few happy endings to the dramas which have for 
their theme the triangle. Someone must pay for the folly of others. 
In The Dead City Bianca Karie dies in time to save the wife from suicide. 
In When We Dead Awake, Rubek deserts his wife whi is relieved to be left 
alone. In La Gioconda the wite sutters the loss of her hands atter a 
struggle for Lucio's love. In Pelleas and Ilelisandre, llelisandre dies 
and Pel1eas is killed by the inturaited husband. In Aglavane and Selysette, 
the wite gives ,up her lite in order that her husband may be tree to marry 
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her rival. The doctor dies in The Doctor's Dilemma and in Lonely 
Lives, Dr. Johann Vockerat takes his own lire rather than be separated 
from his soul mate. 
Taking it all in all, the dramatists of to-day seem to con-
sider it dangerous business - - this dealing with triangles whose 
cornJers are men and women imbued with the natural longings, passions 
desires and «ravings which govern our oonduot as human beings. 
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Ohapter IV. 
WOMEN AND COloWERICALISM. 
Ohapter IV. 
Yf'OMEH AND COWERCIALISlI 
Woman has risen step by step to a position of 
world-wide reoognition. Just a s she has ad.anoed from the hum-
drum. existenoe of the oonventional family oircule along the paths 
of waywardness, at times, to a higher plane of usefulness in life, 
just so have the modern dramatists tortrayed her on the stage. The 
time 'has long since past when women sat in the background and let 
the men hold the oenter stage and received all the applause trom 
the audienoe. The spot light of interest is oertainly concen-
trated to-day upon woman. True enough it may as otten be a light 
of oondemnation and recognition of her faults as well as of her 
virtues, but no matter what it is, it is a light of appreciaticn 
of her position. 
When woman stepped out of the home, she invariably 
sought to do some kind of work which would put her on an equal foot-
ing at least financially with her husband and brothers. The time 
too has passed when a woman in business is a woman scorned. Of course 
there is no necessity of woman's going outside the home. to be effective 
in commeroial circles. The influence which she can exert in the world 
of business may come by her personal assistance to her husband directed 
trom the fireside. 
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The family life in many instances has been serious-
,ly affected by commercialism, and women have aided or suffered, 
as the case might be, as a result of the excessive attention 
of the men to business ·affairs. The most interesting group in 
this oonneotion is that in whioh the family life is aoted upon 
by some form of commeroialism. The problem has been treated 
in various ways; satirioally by some, seriously by others. In 
A Bankrupt by Bjornson, Tjalde is, to all outward appearanoes, 
--- .--
. a prosper~us man. This seaming prosperity has come at the cost 
of neglect of wife and family. In reality he is losing money. 
He justifies his attempt to keep up appearances by deolaring it 
is the only way he can save the oonfidence of his people and the 
sums confined to him by others. Suppioion is cast upon him, however, 
and an agent is sent by the bankers of Christiana to inspect his 
accounts. 
The end is inevitable. He makes one last grand effort 
to divert the suspicions by entertaining in elaborate style for 
a visiting magnate. When the agent sees him in his true light, 
he begs him to throw off the cloak of deceit and start anew. 
Instead of the bloody ending which would have resulted 
I 
had not the agent been calm and composed when Tjalde threatens 
. to shoot either himself or the agent, there is a happy one in 
which the wife and the daughters give up their struggle to appear 
prosperous. The frunily ties strengthen. To add an unusual turn 
to the plot, and change the tide of affairs, the agent returns to 
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olaim the daughter for his wife. There is in the play a 
decided stress laid upon the evils of living beyond ones means, 
of pretending to be that which one is not. There is a marked 
contrast between the haggard misery existing in the family when . 
they 'struggle to keep up appearanoes and the happiness of a life 
of simplioity. 
A family affeoted by the lust of money forms the basis 
for the play by Ootave Kirabeau, Les Affaires sont Les Affaires, 
. 
or Bll;,sinesB is Business. It is the story of a man who stops at 
nothing in his mad desire to ~e money. To Lechat gold is a god 
and efficienoy is a demi-god. Everything he touches turns as if 
by magic to gold. He is unusually successful in everything he 
undertakes but his success oomes at the price of his friends and 
family. To him everything has its price. His motto is. ttl never 
buy, I always exchange". His wife is a miserable woman who «ares 
not call her soul her own. His son takes to betting and is killed in 
an automobile accident, while his daughter marries a man far be-
neath her in the social scale. Leohat thinks his daughter's 
suitor has brought up a plan to malee money, and he asks him what 
his price will be. Everything, you see, has a prioe to him. It 
is startling news when he finds that suoh is not the case. It 
is distinotly a materialistic world in which he lives; a world of 
gold-giving only to accomplish gold-getting. 
In Sowerby's Rutherford and Son the blight of commeroial-
ism talls upon the tamily through devotion to business by the head 
ot the family. 
Henri Beoque has added his oontribution to oommeroial 
drama by The Ravena It deals with the tate of lime. Vigneron and 
her childre~. After the death ot her husband, she must witness 
the collapse of the family fortunes and the preying upon her ot 
the ones who protessed to be her best friends. Each daughter, 
trying vainly to replentish the family tortunes, tinds only 
heartbreaks at the end. Blanoh is deserted by her lover; Judith, 
who previously had been enoouraged to make a name tor herself in 
musio, is soorned by her protessor when she tells him she wishes to 
aid her family materially. Marie is otfered marriage by an old 
man whose money is the only remaining means ot reouperating the 
tamily etteots. 
In all ot the above-ment ioned plays I the women have 
suttered to a great extent from the sins ot the men whose hearts 
and souls are wrapped up in the desire to make money. Commeroial-
ism has ehtered the haRe and left a lasting mark on the peaoe and 
happiness ot domestic lite. 
Granville Barker has oleverly interwoven the threads of tamily 
lite love and morality with a baokground ot oommeraiilism into a 
satirioal oomedy. First ot all, it is evident that Barker as a 
writer ot intelleotual dramas is not oontent with making mere 
tamily studies in the naturalistic tashion. His family groups are 
not baokgrounds to~ home problems l they have well-detined purposes l 
whioh are vastly more important than oharacter portrayal. 
Two branohes ot a rather ourious tamily are depicted in 
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The Madras House, the HUxtables and the Jadrases, products 
of the drapery trade. A philosophic promoter proposes to unite 
with others, the houses of old Mr. Huxtable and Constantine 
Madras, brothers-in-law and business rivals who have not spoken 
to each other for many years. The satire on trade and trade con-
ditions in relation to the family life is what interests us most 
acutely. The Huxtable family is made up of daughters, a conventional 
mother and tather thrown in, as it were, tor good measure. The six 
e 
girls are all unmarried, for various reasons, and have been talsly 
restriceed trom the society of men. Laura seeks solace in house-
keeping; Kinnie and Clara find little relief in missionary work; 
while Emma, who has a natural bent tor business, is torced to re-
main idle besause a woman in her position should never be "in trade". 
It just isn1t considered properl Jane, the youngest is not allowed 
to marry, and has had to refuse her two proposals because her ac-
oeptanoe would lessen her sister's chances ot securihg suitable 
husbands. 
The Madras branch ot the family consists of Constantine 
Madras ~ his wite, a son and a daughter-in-law. Constantine 
haS gone to Arabia to pr~ctice his queer theories in regard to 
women. He regards European men as sottened, sentimental and 
rotted by being lapped in the "cotton wool of prettiness and pet-
tiness·, and he upholds the Kohammaden view of women because he 
believes it ot be franker and more manly. 
Philip carries on the business in Constantines absence. He 
negleots his wife, but atter neglecting her for a certain length of 
time realizes that he is pursuing the wrong trade and gives up his 
business position for politios. His aim is to "teach Humanity 
to come of age". 
The emanoipated view of women is expressed by )[iss 
Yates,one ot the Huxtable saleswomen. Implioated in a serious 
scandal, she does not teel ashamed or degraded by her tolly. In 
her attitude toward her ~ immorality. she stands out in marked 
contrast to Phillip who declares that he is unconventional but 
that he does not do unoonventional things. 
An interesting phase of the policy of the Huxtable 
business is brought out in the fact that they believe the woris 
is regarded as a conspiraoy of buyers and sellers who make the 
most of bargaining with each other. A plan is adopted whereby 
each salesman is given a chance ot wait upon the women customers, 
and the saleswomen upGn the men buyers. At the Kadras house Con-
stantine attends a private display of gowns freshly imported trom 
Paris and worn by pretty models who are put through their paces by 
a tailor made man-milliner with an affected walk. The psychology 
. 
which Barker wishes to bring out here, so it seems to me, is that 
women respond more readily to men and men more readily to women 
than they do to members ot their own sex. 
An entirely different view of the etfect ot women on the 
commercial and protessional career of a man is brought out in one 
ot Barrie's most amusing and pleasing plays, ~t Every Woman Xnowa. 
The drama is delightful in the presentation of a slice out ot the 
lives of two very important characters, Kaggie and John Shand. 
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With true Barrie unusualness the play opens with 
Maggie's father and brothers preparing to wiit up for a night-
ly intruder. We are prepared for the appearance of llaggie by 
the oonversation which tfkes plaoe before her arrival. From it 
we learn that she is twenty-five, unattractive and unmarried. 
It is just like Barrie to add to her make up a delicious sense 
of humor which counteracts all her shortoomings and gives her 
a distinct charm. 
rhe intruder proves to be a oertain John Shand who has 
foroed his way almost nightly into the house of his neighbpr in 
order to read from his well-stocked library. John is twenty-one, 
good looking, and also unmarried. He is struggling -along trying - .. 
to work his way through law sohool. --- - -
A bargain is made. A bargain suoh as only Bar-r-ie could 
have conceived. John is to marry Maggie at the end of five ye~SI 
is she wants him, in return for the loan of a certain sum of money 
sufficient to pay his way through oollege. The brothers tell John 
that there is little doubt but that llaggie will have married in 
the meantime, sinoe she is muoh sought atter by many ,suitors. 
Maggie 'shows her true oolors at the start. If she is to 
be inoluded in her brothers' rediculous bargain, John Shand is to 
. know at the beginning all the oonditions and the possibilities. 
She intends that he shall accept their proposition with his eyes 
open. And to bear out her determination to be fair, she tells him 
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that she is utterly without oharm, at least the oharm which 
attracts eligible young men tor husbands. The oompaot is 
signed. 
Six 'years pass. John's great hour bas oome. He is 
running tor Parliament and the eleotion night is at hand. He 
stands tor civil and religious freedom, taith and hope. As 
Barrie puts it, "it is snowing Shand in Glasgow". The brothers 
express their doubt by saying he was made to think he could win 
out; that it is an insane ambition that made him seek the ottice • 
.I. 
Maggie alone believes that it was a glorious ambition that made 
0/-
him run the race. Only Maggie, then, who it is plain to see, is 
deeply in love with Shand, but who refused to marry him until the 
tate ot the eleotion is known, stands by urging him on and pro-
testing that it was a wonderful thing tor him to try to win out. 
The faith in her lover is olearly brought out in the words she 
utters (half to herself) betore John oomes to tell ot his deteat 
or his viotory. All is excitement. "Did you say you had lost, John? 
Ot course you would lose the tirst time dear John. Six years? 
Very well~ we'll begin another six to-night. Never give in, John, 
never give in. 1I • Maggie swords ot reassurance and enoouragement 
are not needed, tor betore her words are hardly out ot her mouth, 
the room swims with the thronging people' Joh has been eleote~ 
M.P. He, blind egotist that he is, tells )(aggie, "I've done it 
Maggie, and not a sould oan help me. I've done it alone." 
He i. noW ready to fulfill hi.ppart of the contract, 
although he makes it olear that there is no emotion akin to love 
-so-
to stimulate this bond of matrimoll1. He is ma.:-rying her 
-. simply to carry out his part of the contract. Maggie is will-
ing to release him from his promise saying, "A woman never r~ses 
with a man, John. Itll drag you down." Johninsi~iing that it 
is his honest duty to marry her, intends to go through with his 
part of the bargain, but again she pleads, "You'll miss the prett~ 
iest thing in the world, John, and allowing to me. Romance." 
Surely M4ggie knows what she is talking about, for she is ex-
periencing the same sensation which she knon will some day come 
to John. She is feeling the exquisite thrill of being in love, 
honestly and wholeheartedly, with the newly elected M.P. 
"All's cold and gray without it, John. They that have 
it have slipped in and out of heaven." She is still willing to give 
him the chance of breaking the bonds which bind John to her side, 
but John, honest with all his egotism, refuses to let her. lIhen 
Maggie sees that he is eent on marrying her, she almost shrieks, 
"I'm essential to your career, and you're blind not to see it." 
"In no circumstance would I allow any meddling with mJ career." shouts 
back the egotist. And so they are married. 
John accepts Maggie as one would accept a piece of ordinary 
property of little value which has been left him in some foolish 
will. He respects her, but there has never bean even the smallest 
spark of love in his heart for the woman who iabis guiding light. 
Maggie, with her foresight. her humor, and her understanding 
of human nature, sees that her contract.husband is slowly but surely 
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falling in love with Lady Sibyl, a frequent visitor at their 
home. Is she infuriated at this unexpected development in their 
domestic affairs! Does she storm or weep or wail at her husband 
for his weakness! Bot at all. She has promised John that she 
1 
will not be like other wi~es, so her next action is not altogether 
unexpected. She arranges tor John to leave her and plans to have 
him spent several weeks with an old friend of his in some out of 
the way ppot in the oountry. She also arranges to have her rival 
invited to the same house tor the same length of time, knowing 
with her rare wisdom and common sense, t~t if John really loves 
this intruder, he will have his love strengthened by the weeks 
spent together. It, on the other hand, he finds that what he thought 
to be a grand passion is only a fleeting fanoy, her constant OOm-
panionship will cure him of his infatuation. 
In the country John is hard at work on what he hopes to 
be the most brilliant ,peech of his oareer. Something, however, 
is certainly missing. Perhaps it is the presence of Maggie with 
her knitting, at his desk beside him, whose clever suggestions have 
always seemed to work themselves into his speeches. At length the 
speech is finished, but even John feels that it is not up to his 
usual standard. It proves a flat failure. 
Upon the scene appears Maggie with the notes ot his original 
manuscrmpt neatly typed with her suggestions interwoven to make 
a perfeot whole. Undoubtedly it is Jo~'s speeoh, but deoidedly 
different from the one he has written with Lady Sibyl at his side. 
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This speech is as complete as success as the former one was 
a failure. At length the truth begins to dawn upon the stupid 
M.P., and he condescendingly says. 
"By Gosh, Maggie, you're no fool." Barrie tells us 
that Maggie beams as any wife would. There is a period of quiet 
reigning. Finally the silence is broken by John over whom the 
dawn of understanding is just beginning to break. "Maggie, what 
if it was you that put those queer ideas into my head?" Maggie 
replies, "Is it too terrible to find that my love for you has 
made me able to help you in little things? It is nothing unusual 
that I have done John; every man who is high up loves to think that 
he has done it all himself and the wife smiles and lets it go at 
that. It's out little joke, every woman knows that". 
The play ends with John attempting to bring to light the 
wee little smile so much desired by Maggie. It is a great event 
when it finally does arrive. 
It took a long time, and it was a tedious lesson for John 
to learn that his wife had been the source of his inspiration all 
the time. It is the age old truth brought to light in a fascinating 
little play that we do not appreciate the things we possess until 
those things are snatched from us. Barrie might easily have made 
his play into a tragedy by having Maggie scorn her husband who has 
tired of her. just when he finds that she is essential to this career. , 
the pivot around which his genius revolves. But this is not Barrie'S 
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way. He endowed his heroine with a sense of humor, and surely 
She needed it as the wife of a aan who boasts that he never 
laughed. Womants is surely mants .tunny bone. In order::to make 
them all live happily ever after, Barrie has Lady Sibyl tire of 
Jolm, find her a bore, and hand him back unharmed to his lawful 
wife. 
In What Every Woman Knows, there is a problem of the home, 
a queerly oonstruoted triangle, and woman's position in the pro-
fessionalaaffairs of her husband definitely and interestingly 
worked out. There is a clever demonstration of the oonceit of man 
and his awakening to his wife's part in his professional success. 
Woman, then, no longer draws her skirts away from the tide 
of commercial affairs. She is vitally conoerned with them,and al-
thougn she does not neoessarily have to take an aotive·part in the 
making of the family fame and fortune, she is nevertheless impli-
oated in the results of her husband's or father's desire to become 




What now, ia conclusion, has been the aim and soope 
of this thesisl 'What have we ac.oomplished after all in this 
" ' 
dissertation? WhF have we attempted to analyze plays and point 
out peculiar charaoteristios of oertain charaoters? 
Drama has ever been an important faotor in the represen-
tation of life and life problems and in the possible .~oultion 
of them •. Woman has been a vital element in these momentious 
problems. ~omen and dr~ then may be appropriately classed 
together and oonsidered in relation to eaoh other. It has been 
my aim, then, to d •• ~~mine what has been woman's effect on 
drama, and how the drama has been adapted to bring out the per-
sonaJ.ity and nature o£ the woman charaotwrs. 
We saw women, £irst in the home. exercising some little 
power, or playing some great havoo with the destines o£ the £amily 
of which she is an integral part. We have attempted to DOW Ibsen's 
conception o£ married l1£e and his solutions o£ the woman problem 
in the three o£ his best-known plays. For illustration and study 
we selected A Doll's House, Hedda Gabler. Ghosts, and Anspacher1s 
The UDcbastened Womaa. 
We oould not give a broad view of the part whioh woman 
has played in the modern drama by slipping lightly over the evils 
to which she is ,heir. The very 1'aot that dramatists have oon-
sidered woman wayward both in past in and present, is a step in 
the direction of pub1io aoknow1edgment of woman's plaoe. The very 
1'aot that the dramatists oonsider her sou1d worth worrying about, 
and of equal importanoe with the salvation and problems of men, 
shows that they admit that woman is necessarily a human element 
to be reokoned with in conventional sooiety. 
Monna Vanna, The Easiest Way, Michele an,d His Lost Angel, 
The Second Mrs. Tanqueray, The Hotoriaus Mrs. Ebbsmith, Lady Win-
dermer's Fan, #.. Woman of No Importance, ~he Ideal Husband, The New 
Lady Bantook, and The Truth, all bring out in the dramatist.s own 
iniividual way the conception of the wayward woman. 
Woman have affected in a great measure, the destines of 
the home. From the inter1'erenoe of another woman in the domestic 
life of a married oouple, or the inter1'erenoe of amn or woman in 
the sooial and moral environment of two other people, there has 
grown up what modern dramatists choose to call the et~ernal triangle. 
This triangle with human beings at the corners, has played an im-
portant part in the weaving of themes for the modern dramas. D' 
Annunziots La Jiaoonda, Maetherlinok's Pelleas and Ke1isandre, 
Monna Vanna,~lavane and Se1ysette, Hauptman's Lonely Lives, 
Shaw~ The Dootor's Dilemma are exoe11ent examples of various phases 
of the triangle. 
Perhaps the most modern theme used inreoent drama is that 
which shows the effeot of oommercialism on the modern family life 
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and more especially how -.men characters have been effected 
by it. Woman has shown in real life that she is capable of 
taking her rightful place in the world ofhbusiness. The modern 
dramatist, realizing that the emancipation of women is an assured 
fact, has piayed upon the theme in many interesting plays. The 
ones which we selected for spwcial disoussion are Bjornson's, 
A Bankrupt, Octave K!raveau's Les Atfaires so~t Les Atfaires l 
!enri Becque's The Ravens, Granville Barker's The Madras House, 
and Sir James 14. Barrie's What Every Woman Knows. 
~ ........... --
In the last chapter we have taken up a new phase of 
woman's activities. Not as a wayward woman preying on the lust 
and the passions of an hour, wrecking the lives of those with 
whom she comes in contact, not as an intruder in the domestic 
happiness of a contented home life, but as the pog in the wheel 
of industry or as a vital element in the profession of husband 
.. 
or father. 
It is a far cry from Nora Helmer to Maggie Shand. In 
A Do11 1s House~ the first play discussed in this thesis, we found 
Nora, the petted doll wife of Helmer awakening to the artificiality 
of her existence in the house that has been erected for her by her 
well-meaning husband. In What Everr Woman Knows, the last play to 
come to our conSideration, Maggie is the woman at the root of the 
professional sucoess of her egotistical husband. From one extreme 
we have gone to the other in the space of five chapters. From 
home and family life we have taken you to the work-a-day world 
of business. We have attempted to bridge the gap with the presentation 
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of various phases of woman themes and to show the reaction 
of women to the problems of the modern drama. 
Life would be a dull drab place without the women. 
If there be those who disagree, let them call to mind a play. 
which after all is just a sli_8 of life, in which there are only 
male characters. It is perfectly possible to weave an interest-
ing play with only male characters on the stage. But it is ex-
tremely-doubtful if the interest of the audience would be sus-
tained for long if only men and men problems are presented. 
Woman's place on the modern stage is not behind the 
back drop, nor in the bold conversation of the male characters. 
Neither is ler place in the theatre delegated to the dress circle 
where a dainty hand clap,or an occasional titter behind a lace fan 
is the only evidence of her presence. Woman has worked hard for 
her position in the spot light; she belongs\before the footlights 
with the flood of appreciation and recognition beaming warmly 
upon her raidant presence. Woman's place is an established one' 
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PLAYS USED IN THESIS 
pul'S USED IN THESIS 
A Bankrupt •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Bjornson 
A Doll's House •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• !bsen 
Aeneid •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Virgil 
Aglavane and Selysette •••••••••••••••••••• Kaeterlinck 
All for Love •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Dryden 
A Woman of No lmportance •••••••••••••••••• Wilde 
~eide of Messina, The ••••••••••••••••••••• Schiller 
Business is Business •••••••••••••••••••••• Mirabeau 
Careless Husband, The ••••••••••••••••••••• Gibber 
Cid, The •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Corneille 
Clandestine Marriage, The ••••••••••••••••• Coleman and Garrick 
Dead City, The •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• D.Annunzio 
Doctor's Dilemma, The ••••••••••••••••••••• Shaw 
Duke of Guise, The •••••••••••••••••••••••• Dryden 
Easiest Way, The •••••••••••••••••••••••••• Walter 
Fatal CUriosity, The •••••••••••••••••••••• Lillo 
Faust •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Goethe 
Ghosts .' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ; •••••• Ibsen 
Hedda Gabler, ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Ibsen 
Ideal Husband, The •••••••••••••••••••••••• Wilde 
Jealous Wife, The ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Coleman 
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Lady Wind..B.rls Fan •••••••••••••••• , •• 1\ld. 
Le Meat.ur ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Corneille 
Les Plaideu ••••••••••••••••• ! ••••••••• .aaoine 
Lonely Lives •••••••••.••••••••• , •••••••• Hauptman 
Madras Rouse, Th ••••••••••••••••••••••• Barker 
](.a.ha-Barata •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• epio 
Marina ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Lillo 
Marianime •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• BArdy 
Michael and his Lost Angel ••••••••••••• Jones 
Konna Vanna •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Maeterlinck 
New Lady Bantock •• The •••••••••••••••••• Jerome 
Botorious Mrs. Ibbsmith, ~e ••••••••••• Pinero 
Pelleas and Melisandre ••••••••••••••••• Kaeterlinok 
Prometheus Bound ••••••••••••••••••••••• Aeschylus 
Ravens, The •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Beoqu. 
Rivals, The •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8heridan 
Rutherford and SOD ••••••••••••••••••••• Sowerby 
Salome ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Wilde 
Sohool for Scandal, The ••••••••••••••• Sheridan 
Second Mrs. Tanqueray, The •••••••••••• Pinero 
She stoops to Conquer~ •••••••••••••••• Goldsmith 
Shakuntala •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Xalidasa 
Truth, The ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Fitch 
Unchastened Woman •• The ••••••••••••••• Anspacher 
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What Ever,y Woman Xnawa .................... Barr1e 
When We Dead Awake ••••••••••••••••••••••• Ibsen 
Wild Gallant, Th •••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• Dryden 
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